Underlayment, Sealant or Seal Trip Over Top of Flashing

Maleable Metal Flashing or Rigid Metal with Weatherblocking for Profile Tiles. For flat tiles, preformed metal, with hemmed edge(s), may be used over break flashing to provide a snug fit.

Flashing Must Lap Tile 3" Minimum

Underlayment

Batten (Where Required)

Option 1
With Metal

Transition Flashing

Maleable Metal Flashing or Rigid Metal with Weatherblocking for Profile Tiles. For flat tiles, preformed metal with hemmed edge(s) may be used over break flashing to provide a snug fit.

Batten (Where Required)

Underlayment

3" Min.

Option 2
Without Metal

Increase Headlap or Provide Weatherblocking to Stop Back Flow of Water at Transition Seal as Required.

Batten (Where Required)

Notes:
1. One layer of No.30 asphalt-saturated felt complying with ASTM D-226 (ASTM D4869 Type IV) or approved equal is required as a minimum underlayment on all tile roof applications. Other underlayments as approved by local building officials will be allowed.
2. Dimensions shown are minimums and are intended to be approximate to allow for reasonable tolerances due to field conditions, and area practices.